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**External Advisory Committee** [2]

---

**Hornbuckle, Keri C.** [3]
Program Director
The University of Iowa
**Project 4.** [4] Leader, **Analytical Core** [5] Leader

---

**Duffel, Michael W.** [6]
The University of Iowa
**Project 3.** [7] Leader, Associate Director
Robertson, Larry [8]
The University of Iowa
Project 1 Co-Leader, Associate Director [9]

Buettner, Garry [10]
The University of Iowa
Project 1 [9] Co-Leader
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Martinez, Andres [11]
The University of Iowa
Project 4 [4]

Spak, Scott [12]
The University of Iowa
Research Translation Core Leader [13]
Project 4 [13]

Schnoor, Jerald [14]
The University of Iowa
Project 5 Leader [15]

Mattes, Timothy E. [16]
University of Iowa
Project 5 [15] Co-Leader
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Van Aken, Benoit [17]
George Mason University
Project 5 [15] Co-Leader

Thorne, Peter S. [18]
The University of Iowa
Project 6 Leader [19]
Project 7 Leader [13]

Michael Jones [20]
The University of Iowa
Project 6 [19]
Andrea Adamcakova-Dodd [21]
The University of Iowa
**Project 7** [22]

Lehmler, Hans J. [23]
The University of Iowa
**Synthesis Core Leader** [24]/**Project 3** [7] Co-Leader

Ludewig, Gabriele [25]
The University of Iowa
**Training Core Leader** [26]/**Project 1** Co-Leader
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Just, Craig [27]
The University of Iowa
Community Engagement Core Leader [28]

Sen Gupta, Ananya [29]
The University of Iowa
Analytical Core [5]
Sickels Sterbenz, Mindy [30]
The University of Iowa
Fiscal Administrator

Wang, Kai [31]
The University of Iowa
Program Biostatistician

Purdy, David [32]